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Finding the hidden information of enzymes 
Chang Qiao 

 

In our environment, microorganisms are found almost everywhere. However, some 

bacteria are harmful to us. In our body, there is a life-long battle between those harmful 

bacteria and our defense system called the immune system. Mast cells play an essential 

role in this battle: they are like soldiers that are carrying various "weapons" in their 

granules. The serine protease family, consisting of different enzymes with the same 

catalytic mechanism, actively participates in immune responses. However, in ruminants 

(cows and sheep), there are several enzymes belonging to the serine protease family that 

are expressed in the intestinal region rather than immune cells and they are called 

duodenases. These enzymes are believed to participate in food digestion rather than in 

immune activities. The biological function of duodenases remains to be studied. 
 

One of the key factors we need to understand the function of a particular enzyme is the 

specificity. Image the enzyme as a smart chip, which is only able to unlock the doors with 

particular passcode it request. By first find out the “passcode” that enzymes use, we are 

able to screen for suitable “doors” for this enzyme. In this study, we used phage display 

analysis to determine the specificity of investigated enzyme. Every phage is attached to a 

random 9-amino acid sequence, which works as random “passcode”. After multiple rounds 

of selection of the investigated enzymes the 9-amino acids with common patterns can be 

collected and analyzed. Thus, the specificity of enzyme can be revealed.  
 

The result showed the “passwords” required by two duodenases, one from cow and one 

from sheep. Bovine MCP1A was found to be a highly specific asp-ase, which means it 

cleaves after aspartic acid. Bovine MCP1A also shows a preference for negatively charged 

amino acids at two specific subsites, and a preference for aromatic amino acids at one 

subsite on the substrates. The sheep MCP3-like was found to be a tryptase that cleaves 

after positively charged amino acid. Interestingly, the primary amino acid sequences of 

bovine MCP1A and sheep MCP3-like are very similar. It indicates that a few of mutations 

within the enzyme can dramatically change its specificity. 
 

 

 


